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Aviation Experts Share Safety Practices for Summer Traveling  

  
With the aviation industry welcoming a record-breaking number of travelers, the industry prepares airports 

for thousands of passengers. Grupo EULEN in charge of ground handling operations shares some tips.  

 
 

Miami, Florida (August 2, 2023)— The aviation industry is expected to be one of the busiest this 

year, with the number of travelers expected to surpass pre-pandemic levels. The Transportation 

Security Administration (TSA) has shared numbers indicating this season will be one “for the 
books.” Hence, aviation professionals need to ensure ground handling services and passenger 

support services are met so travelers have a pleasant experience. And travelers can help out as 

well.  

“There needs to be a joint effort between the airlines, airport authorities, state governments 

and companies that offer aviation services like ours, to ensure these processes run well and 

travelers feel safe and comfortable”, said Jose F. Gonzalez-Mixco, Vice President of Aviation, 

North and Central America at Grupo EULEN. 

The main issues that arise with this increase in the volume of passengers usually are flight delays 

or canceled flights, long lines at airline counters and security checks, waiting at baggage claim 

and parking at maximum capacity. During these busy traveling seasons, there is an increase in 

all staff to streamline processes and to try to avoid these situations, but passenger compliance 

is key to expedite the process. 

“We want to ensure we deliver clients the best service since the number of people we expect 
traveling will increase significantly this season,” Gonzalez-Mixco added. “Clean cabins, clean 
airports, to airport security. We are committing all resources to ensure we do our part in 

passengers having a pleasant experience.” 

We encourage all passengers to plan; online check-ins, arrive three hours prior to scheduled 

flight, familiarize yourself with all safety and packing guidelines. Be attentive of flight delays so 

using airline applications is crucial and be aware of weather conditions that might affect your 

flight.  

 

About Grupo EULEN 
Founded in 1962 and with a presence in 12 countries, including the United States, Grupo EULEN is a leader in providing services 
and innovative solutions to companies. It specializes in aviation services, cleaning, security, auxiliary services (logistics, 
general, and telemarketing), FSM (Facility Services & Management), socio-health services, comprehensive maintenance, and 
global solutions for human resources, employment, and the environment. 
 
Since its inception, Grupo EULEN has stood out for the excellent quality of the services it offers. With more than 14 years 
established in the local market, Grupo EULEN in the US currently has a staff of approximately 3,000 specialist professionals 
across Florida, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, and Washington DC. 
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